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Overview 
 
Currently Voyant supports two different types of OAuth2 Flows: 
Authorization Code: 

Used when individual users in a system will be required to log in to Voyant to grant the integrator access to their 
data. 

Client Credentials: 
Used when an integrator has full access over a range of data in Voyant.  This set of credentials may be used to 
pull data from Voyant without having to have individual users grant access to their data. 

 
The following are the basic steps in order to integrate using OAuth2: 

1) Register and configure the integrating application in the Voyant system 
2) For users of the Authorization Code Flow, redirect the user to the Authorization Endpoint.  The user will be 

required to log in to Voyant and approve the integration’s request for data access. 
3) For users of the Authorization Code Flow, a code will be returned to the designated redirect url configured for 

the integration. 
4) Using the returned code (Authorization Code Flow) or the corresponding credentials (Client Credential Flow) the 

integration will request an Access Token from the Token Endpoint. 
5) Once a token is retrieved by the integration it may be used to access the protected resources in the Voyant 

system (Rest API). 
6) Once a token expires it may be refresh automatically by integration without having prompt the user to 

reapprove the integration with Voyant.  Once the refresh token expires, the user will be required to go back 
through the original flow to reapprove. 

Set up 

• In order to integrate with Voyant using OAuth2 the client application must first be registered in the Voyant 
System.   

• An app that is registered with Voyant will have a unique OAuth client id and client secret generated.  
Additionally, for the Authorization Code Grant Flow, a redirect uri must be configured. 

• A user may be elected as a ‘manager’ for a set of OAuth credentials.  This user may log in to the Voyant admin 
console to change certain options on the configuration. 

 
Designating a Credentials Manager user 
 
A user with an admin role, such as Self Hosted Admin, may designate a user as OAuth Credentials Manger for an existing 
OAuth Client by the following steps.  This user will then have the capability to generate new client secrets as needed for 
the OAuth credentials. 
 
To setup, click on the “Manage OAuth Credentials” menu item from the Administration top navigation.  
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From here click the “Edit” button on the appropriate credentials to edit. 
 

 
 
 
From here, click the left nav menu to “Assign Credential Manager” 
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Search and select the desired user.  The user will need the ROLE_OAUTH_CREDENTIAL_MANAGER role to be able to 
manage the OAuth credentials.  Be sure to go back and assign this role if the user does not already have this role. 
  
Once the user is selected and submitted, the page will return to the Edit OAuth Credentials page.  Click ‘Submit’ to be 
sure your changes are saved. 

 
 
At this point, the selected credentials manager user may now login and follow the instructions below to generate a 
client secret for the OAuth credentials. 
 
 
Configuring OAuth Details 
The Credential Manager can access their OAuth Configuration through the Users -> Manage OAuth Configuration menu. 

 
 
This page allows a user to: 

• View the Client Id 

• Set the desired redirect Uri for the credentials to return the code to. 

• Generate a Client Secret. 
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Please note when generating a new Client Secret to copy down the value for use when accessing Voyant.  The 
secret serves as the integrations password when accessing Voyant and should be securely stored and not 
shared. 
 
This is the only time that the secret will appear in plain text.  If the secret is forgotten or otherwise lost then a 
new secret may be generated at any time. 

 
 
Client Credential Configuration 
For enterprises using the Client Credential Flow.  A user in the Voyant system will need to be associated with a 
given set of OAuth Credentials.  This user will act as the Authorization source when using tokens returned for the 
credentials.  This association can only be established by an administrator. 

   
 
Authorization 
 
For the Authorization Code Flow only. 
The authorization endpoint is: https://{baseUrl}/voyant/main/oauth/authorize 
The query params to include are: 

➢ client_id – the client id configured in the credentials 
➢ response_type – code 
➢ redirect_uri – the redirect uri value configured in the credentials 
➢ state – a nonce value which will be returned back to the integration uri.  For security purposes. 
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Ex. 
https://planwithvoyant.co.uk/voyant/main/oauth/authorize?response_type=code&client_id= 

Voyant_gkQnEzVm9yCL9IZ8&redirect_uri=https://institution.com/oauth/authorize&state=d43lkj2o 
 
Upon redirect the user will be prompted to login, once they have authenticated in the Voyant system they will be 
required to approve the integration for data access: 

 
After the user approves the integration, a code will be sent to the configured redirect uri ex: 
https://institution.com/oauth/authorize?code=S9IsDK&state= d43lkj2o 
 
Token 
 
To receive the OAuth Access token the integration must POST to the token endpoint: 
https://{baseUrl}/voyant/main/oauth/token 
 
The integration must authenticate to this end point by sending the client id and client secret as a Basic encoded 
Authorization header value. 
 
Required headers: 

Header Value 

Content-Type application/x-www-form-urlencoded 

Accept application/json 

Authorization Basic {client_id:client_secret} 

 
The request body will depend on which OAuth Flow Type is being used. 
Authorization Code: 

Param Value 

grant_type authorization_code 

code Code sent to redirect uri in Authorization step 

redirect_uri The redirect uri specified in the OAuth configuration 

 
Ex. 

grant_type authorization_code 

code S9IsDK 

redirect_uri https://institution.com/oauth/authorize 

 
Client Credentials: 

grant_type client_credentials 

 
Sample Response: 
{ 
    "access_token": "3724deb8-be8e-4404-b986-ce1a8a369b99", 
    "token_type": "bearer", 
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    "refresh_token": "7226291a-c852-45fa-99b0-0f8eb0246dda", 
    "expires_in": 3599, 
    "scope": "all" 
} 
 
Refresh Token 
 
A token may be refresh for a certain period of time by calling the Token endpoint with grant type ‘refresh_token’ and 
providing the corresponding refresh token found in the original response. 
 
Ex. 

grant_type refresh_token 

refresh_token 7226291a-c852-45fa-99b0-0f8eb0246dda 

 
Accessing Resources 
 
Once a valid access token is retrieved for a user it can be used in API requests to the Voyant system by providing the 
token in the http Authorization header. 
 
Ex. 

Authorization bearer 3724deb8-be8e-4404-b986-ce1a8a369b99 

 
OAuth Client 
 
Voyant can also act as the OAuth client to access data from integration partners for use within the Voyant system. 
 
For the Authorization Code Flow Voyant’s code redirect uri is: https://{baseUrl}/voyant/main/oauth/authorize/callback 
 
Ex. https://planwithvoyant.co.uk/voyant/main/oauth/authorize/callback 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  


